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Introduction



 Gulu, Uganda’s economy relies heavily on agriculture

 The area has a violent past 

 In 1996 all civilians were ordered to relocate to Internally 
Displaced Person (IDP) camps

 Camps were closed in 2009 and people have since been returning 
to their traditional lives

 IDP camps reduced civilian dependency on farming

 As civilians return home, the disconnect between refugees and 
farming must be minimized in order to reduce the impact of the IDP 
camps on the people of Gulu

The Situation



Our Response

• To combat economic depression in the area of Gulu, Uganda, 
we have developed a weather application designed specifically 
for individuals returning from IDP camps.

• Our application will provide culturally and socially relevant 
information to the residents of the Gulu area through the lens of 
weather and its impact on agriculture. 



Background



Gulu District, Uganda

-Geography
- Climate
- Demographics
- Topography
- Surrounding Neighbors



 Central East Africa
 Neighbors – DR Congo, Sudan, Kenya, Tanzania, 

Rwanda

 479,496 people in the Gulu district
 85% Acholi;   Langi, Madi, Alur

 90% work in agriculture

 1,500 mm rain/year
 Rainy season April – October

 Relatively flat terrain, ideal for farming



Government Conflict

 Museveni Corruption
 Human Trafficking, Child Soldiers

 Blocking trade/ “Cold War” with neighbors

 Lack of concern for Northern Region’s economic 
and civil problems

 Holy Spirit Movement
 Alice Lakwena

 Resistance army to Museveni, incorporating 
spiritual ritual, Gulu/Acholi support



Joseph Kony

• Assumes control of the HSM Army after 
Lakwena is forced to flee the country
•Turns against the Acholi people

•Raids, abductions, torture, rape, mass 
murder, enslavement

• ~30,000 abducted children
• ~75,000 ‘tricked’ into military service

•Government responds by opening the first 
Displacement Camps in 1996



• Forced out of their homes and way of life 
• ~1.8 million displaced
• 242 camps as of 2005 across N. Uganda
• NRA/Local Militias protect camp borders
• Not completely safe, LRA known to attack 
camps specifically to install fear

The Cost of War



Camp Conditions

• 67% under 15 years, 80% under 30 
years
• Nightwalkers
• Family Breakage, Prostitution, Theft 
Drug/Alcohol, Abuse, Rape
• Fires are a serious issue
• “Lost Generation”



Peace Talks Encourage IDPs to Return Home 

 LRA begins to weaken
 Hostilities subside, but aren’t 

completely over

 First IDP camps begin to close in 
December 2006

 People migrate back home

 Juba Peace Talks
 Time for the LRA to regroup?

 LRA leaves Uganda



Rebuilding What Was Lost

• Returning IDPs seek to restore cultural 
traditions and way of life

• Lost Generation knows little about local 
culture and practices

• Vital importance on restoring 
agricultural and traditional ritual 
practices



Cultural Relevance



Agriculture in Uganda

 Agriculture employs 70 percent of Uganda’s population

 Accounts for 29 percent of GDP

 Provides 85 percent of exported goods

 2/3 of Uganda’s 4 million rural households practice subsistence 
farming



Agricultural Information

 85% of agricultural households sought out information relating 
to the weather of their geographic region.
 A majority used the radio to receive this information



Weather in Gulu: Precipitation

 Dry climate: lack of precipitation & droughts



Weather in Gulu: Agriculture

 Limited variety of crops

Simsim
(sesame)

Field 
beans

Soya (soy) 
beans

Pigeon Peas



Local Traditions & Rituals in Gulu

 “Acholiland”



The Acholi: Music & Dance

 “Dance has always been the purest manifestation of the Acholi cultural 
progress and reflects in a unique way the fine blendings of history, the 
present, the future and a general expression of philosophy in the life”

-Eunice Lamuno of the Acholi Times

Bwola Dance Laraka Raka Dance



Ugandan Sports

 FUFA: Federation of Uganda Football Associations

 Uganda National Football Team

 2012 Ugandan Cup Finals at Pece Stadium in Gulu



Design



Guiding philosophies

 Keep it minimal. More than 3 colors is excessive.

 Simplicity is key in all aspects: iconography and images should 
be used as often as possible in lieu of text.

 Icons must themselves be simple. If ever the question of 
“simpler” vs. “more complex” arises, select “simpler”

 When text must be used, use concise wording.

 Do not stray from Google’s design standard for Ice Cream 
Sandwich.
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Screenshots
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Risks & Mitigation Strategies

 Accuracy of forecasts
 Use reliable sources and continually update 

 Usability
 User testing before full implementation

 Assumed affordances
 User testing to validate assumptions 

 Lacking technological infrastructure
 Fund plans to support appropriate infrastructure  



Conclusions



We feel that we have thoroughly researched our target 
audience and have compiled the necessary data to 
design and develop an application that will provide the 
people of Gulu, Uganda with relevant information 
regarding weather and its impact on agriculture  



Asante! (Thank you!)

We will now open up the floor for questions.
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